The computer graphics service course (Judith R. Brown) This course is intended for students who are not computer science majors and draws students from all disciplines, as the need for graphics in all disciplines continues to increase. The course covers basic computer graphics concepts and provides an overview of graphics hardware and other concerns. Students write their own programs. Minimally, they must enter and digitize data points for 2D and 3D figures and scale, translate, and rotate those figures with transformation matrices. They also learn about graphics hardware: displays, input devices, and hardcopy output devices. Other topics lightly covered include graphics standards, color theory, animation, perspective transformation, applications, and the user interface.
The computer graphics systems course (Steve Cunningham)
The computer graphics systems course emphasizes the structure of a graphics software library. It describes the device-independent part of the library seen by the graphics programmer and the supporting device drivers which produce images on actual devices. Since these interact using a graphics metafile, this offers a wealth of opportunities for team or individual student projects. This course is well-suited for a department which wants to emphasize projects and understanding software systems. It is also a good course when a department has only PC's or a limited number of graphics devices. However, the emphasis on system structure and design reduces the coverage of graphics algorithms and limits the number of actual graphics projects that can be done.
The computer graphics concepts and algorithms course (Mark Ohlson)
The traditional computer graphics course for computer science students has included three areas: the architecture of graphics hardware, interactive graphics systems, and mathematics and algorithms for graphics systems. This precludes covering either of the latter two topics in depth.
We propose creating a separate course on interactive systems and focusing the computer graphics course primarily on graphics algorithms and mathematics with supporting information on graphics architectures. This allows the class to do most of their work in 3-D graphics and to reach a rather broad knowledge of advanced graphics topics. We also propose that this graphics course, while retaining its usual position as an elective, should have an increased emphasis in the curriculum to reflect the importance of graphics in the contemporary computing environment.
Advanced and graduate courses in computer graphics (Robert P. Burton)
A 1987 survey of Ph.D.-granting Computer Science departments indicates that 57% teach two or more courses in computer graphics. The survey also identifies ten universities with extensive graphics programs.
Of 50 topics commonly presented in advanced courses, two-thirds are reasonably included in a first course in computer graphics.
Remaining, appropriate topics for advanced courses include advanced architecture and I/O systems; advanced curve, surface, and solid representations; advanced graphics rendering techniques; animation; advanced man-machine interface design; and graphics expert systems. An alternative two-course model shifts predominantly two-dimensional concepts toward a first course and predominantly three-dimensional concepts toward a second course.
